FEATHERLINE

FEATHERLINE

Thin And Light As A Feather!
Volume Up Like Magic!
Solution For Those Who Suffer From Thinning Hair And Mild Hair Loss
FEATHERLINE is manufactured by using a micro thin-weft machine developed by Hi-MO.
The micro thin weft machine knots the hair the same way as hand knotting,
which allows the weft to be lighter and slimmer than current extensions the market.

Technology
Beyond Limit

The FEATHERLINE’s groundbreaking thin weft technology
allows thin hairs to create natural hair volume.

Featherline

Natural
Attach Method

FEATHERLINE can be attached without the use of
adhesives & chemicals by using 2mm micro ring for
natural looking hair.

Featherline

Customize
Your Extension
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Other Product

Other Product

The FEATHERLINE is available in various colors and
lengths. You can also order the hair color, hair ratio and hair
length that you require.

FEATHERLINE

featherline STARTER KIT

featherline

S TARTER K IT
The FEATHERLINE starter kit is a tool set that facilitates
the FEATHERLINE-Attaching procedure.
*It is recommended to use the special needle and pliers
contained in the kit for the FEATHERLINE attachment.

Components
Special pliers / a needle for the procedure / tweezers 2ea
/ spare micro rings / user manual

featherline
The FEATHERLINE is available in various colors and lengths.

Color

PV1

PV2

PV3

PB1

PB2

PB3

PR1

PR2

PR3

#7

#10

#12

※ Visit our website for more information www.himo.com
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FEATHERLINE

Attachment
procedure

Attachment & Removal procedure

STEP. 1

STEP. 2

STEP. 3

Fix the FEATHERLINE with the tweezers in the
desired position.

Hold 20-30 hair strands to fix the FEATHERLINE
with your hand.

It is important to place the FEATHERLINE as close
to the scalp as possible.

STEP. 4

STEP. 5

STEP. 6

STEP. 7

Put a needle through the micro ring and from the
bottom-up hang the hair that you are holding on
the end of the needle.

Pull the hair through the micro ring.

Press the micro ring by using the pliers.

Fix the remainder of the hair in the same way
to complete the hair style

STEP. 1

STEP. 2

STEP.3

Check the position of the micro ring by lifting the
hair on the part that you wish to remove.

Place the micro ring in the pliers’ blade and press it
in the opposite direction of the micro ring to remove it.

After removing the remaining part through the same
procedure, remove the FEATHERLINE from the hair.

Visit our website for more details

www.himo.com

Removal
procedure
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5F Yangjea plaza, 216 Gangnam-dearo, Seoul, Republic of korea
TEl. +82-70-4034-4101 E-mail. phbae@himo.com

